The dual-continuum random-walk particle tracking approach is an attractive simulation method for simulating transport in a fractured porous medium. h order to be truly successful for such a model, however, the key issue is to properly simulate the mass transfer between the fracture and matrix continua. In a recent paper, Pan and Bodvarsson (2002) proposed an improved scheme for simulating fracture-matrix mass transfer, by introducing the concept of activity range into the calculation of fracture-matrix particle-transfer probability. By comparing with analytical solutions, they showed that their scheme successfully captured the transient diffusion depth into the matrix without any additional subgrid (matrix) cells. This technical note presents an expansion of their scheme to cases in which significant water flow through the fracture-matrix interface exists. The dual-continuum particle tracker with this new scheme was found to be as accurate as a numerical model using a more detailed grid. The improved scheme can be readily incorporated into the existing particle-tracking code, while still maintaining the advantage of needing no additional matrix cells to capture transient features of particle penetration into the matrix.
Introduction
Modeling mass transfer through the fracture-matrix interface is one of the critical issues in simulating of transport in a fractured porous medium. Within the framework of a dualcontinuum, random-walk, particle-tracking approach, mass transfer through the fracture-matrix interface is simulated by a random-switch process (Pan et al. 2001 ). This random-switch process is controlled by the fracture-matrix particle-transfer probability at which a particle will enter the other continuum after a given time duration (time step). As a result, the issue of modeling mass transfer through the fracture-matrix interface in the dual-continuum particle-tracking model becomes one of how to determine the ftacture-matrix particle-transfer probability. In calculating fracture-matrix particle-transfer probability, two critical parameters @e., the characteristic &stance and the matrix volume) are usually assumed to be constant, as in other dual-continuum numerical methods (Pan et al., 2001) . Such approximations, however, could lead to significant simulation errors, especially in the case of meda with larger fracture spacing, because physically particles only have limited penetration depth into the matrix after they are injected into the fractures, and such a depth is inherently transient. A multiple interactive continuum (MINC) approach has been proposed in the past to capture this transient feature of penetration depth under the framework of the finite-hfference methods (Pruess and Narasimhan, 1985) . The basic idea of MINC approach is to use multiple grid cells to represent the matrix corresponding to each fracture cell (Figure 1 ). The &sadvantage of this approach is that with MINC, the required computation resources for any given problem often are much larger than using the dualcontinuum approach, which is a serious limitation for many real-world applications. In a recent paper, Pan and Bodvarsson (2002) found a way to capture the transient feature of penetration depth without using additional matrix grid cells (thus maintaining optimum efficiency). Instead of using additional matrix grid cells, they proposed to use a transient activity range of particles to mimic the transient penetration depth, and to connect the particle transfer probability with the activity range by defining two key parameters, the characteristic distance Sfl,,(t,) and the matrix volume V,(t,), in the following manner:
where B*(t,) is the activity range, the value of which varies from 0 to B, the maximum activity range (e.g., one-half the fracture spacing for a system of parallel-plate fractures separated by porous rock). Sf, and V, are the maximum characteristic distance and the maximum matrix volume for a gwen fractured porous rock, respectively. The age of a particle (t,), defined as the time elapsed since injected into the medium, can be easily tracked by parhcle tracking methods (a unique advantage that is not available in finite-difference or finite-element numerical methods). The key to success for the above idea, as found by Pan and Bodvarsson (2002) , is that the function B*(tp) can be derived based on the analncal solution of the one-dimensional diffusion process along the fracture-matrix dimension (the 4' ' dimension in dual-continuum model). The final formula for calculating the activity range was defined as follows (see their original paper for detailed derivations):
where a, D,, R,, e,, qh, and 2b are the empirical coefficient, the effective matrix cbffusion coefficient, the retardation factor in the matnx, the volumetric water content in the matrix, the water flux through the fracture-matrix interface and the effective fracture aperture, respectively.
The weighting function W(t,) in (2) was used to account for the secondary effects of the neighboring fractures on the expansion of the activity range. This enhanced particle-tracking method was shown, through comparison to analytical solutions developed by Sudicky and Frind (1 982), to accurately simulate transport within the fracture-matrix system without fracture-matrix water flow. However, the above scheme had not yet been tested for a transport system with significant fracture-matrix water flow because no analytical solutions are available for such a system. Furthermore, the effect of the fracture-matrix water flow on the activity range was simply accounted for by assuming a constant fracture-matrix water velocity from the fracturematrix interface into the rock matrix (Pan and Bodvarsson, 2001) , while the fracture-matrix water flow should decrease away from the fracture-matrix interface and cease at the center of the matrix block. Therefore, the objectives of this study are (1) to investigate the influence of the fracture-matrix water flow on the activity range and (2) to develop improved schemes for calculating the activity range that accounts for the spatially varied water velocity along the fracture-matrix dimension more accurately. The improved particle-tracking model will be verified against analytical solutions and a MINC model.
Theory
The purpose of calculating the activity range is not to describe the details of particle distribution within the matrix block. Instead, it is used to improve the accuracy of calculating the particle-transfer probability between fractures and matrix. Furthermore, in the dual-continuum model, the fracture-matrix mass transfer is treated as a local process (or subgrid process). In other words, the fracture-matrix connection actually constitutes the fourth dimension (i. e., the fracturematrix dimension) superimposed upon a regular 3-D space. Therefore, we can focus on developing a scheme that accounts for the effect of the fracture-matrix water flow on the expansion of particle activity range. The constant a is the same as used in (2). Finally, the new schemes for calculating the activity range can be written as follows:
The weighting function W(t,) is the same as used in (2) to account for the secondary effects of the neighboring fractures on the expansion of the activity range in a parallel fracture system.
The new scheme (8) can be incorporated into the existing dual-continuum particle tracking code (DCPT) simply by replacing ( 2 ) with (8) in calculating the fracture-matrix particle transfer probability. 1 .I 574x1 0-5 m/s Sudicky and Frind (1982) . This solution is based on the assumptions that (1) the solute transport Distance from the source of tracer to the observation point between fractures and the matrix occurs through matrix diffusion in the horizontal direction only, 36.5 m and that (2) matrix advection and diffusion in the vertical direction can be ignored. In addition, the initial solute concentration is zero in the system, and the concentration at inlets of fractures is constant for time t > 0. Table 1 shows the relevant parameters for the test case. Although this test case cannot be used to verify whether or not the new improvement is successful in modeling the fracture-matrix mass transfer under the condition that fracture-matrix water flow exists, the analytical solution provides a good tool by which to verify the accuracy of the new numerical method and the overall implementation of the particle-tracking method. Furthermore, the newly improved scheme should also work for the cases in which the previous scheme works. As shown in Figure 4 , while it effectively solves the early breakthrough problem associated with the conventional dual-continuum model (e.g., TZR~D-Z~C), the particle tracker with the previous scheme (Equation 2) does not compare well with the MINC model (e.g., T2R3D-MINC), especially at later times. It predicts a much more smeared breakthrough curve than that predicted by the more accurate MINC model. On the other hand, the p m c l e tracker with the new improved scheme (Equation. 8) prelcts breakthrough curves that are almost identical to the h4INC model (Figure 4) . In other words, the particle tracker with the new scheme can attain accuracy similar to the MINC model in predicting the breakthrough curves, without using h4INC's additional matrix grid cells (9 in this case), provided that the flow fields are the same.
In terms of physical mechanism, the activity range of particles is directly related to the peneration depth into the matrix after particles are injected into the fractures. When fracturematrix water flow does not occur, the expanding of the penetration depth is purely a result of matrix lffusion. Consequently, the penetration depth can be described as an expanding process proportional to the square root of time (i.e., the particle's age). However, when fracture-matrix water flow is significant compared to the total global water flow, the square root rule can no longer apply because of the interaction between matrix diffusion and fracture-matrix water flow.
The effects of fracture-matrix water flow on the expansion of the activity range or penetration depth are not only reflected in direct advection movements but also in enhancing (when the fracture-matrix flow is towards the matrix) or reducing (when the fracture-matrix flow is towards the fractures) the matrix difussion process. The success of the improved scheme (8) reveals that proposed, based on an analytical solution of the simplified advection-dispersion equation along the fracture-matrix dmension. The modified dual-continuum particle tracker (DCPT) with this new scheme was found to be as accurate as a multiple-continuum numerical model (MINC).
While the MINC model solves transient penetration depth problems by using more matrix cells (e.g., 9 matrix cells in the case presented in this note), the modified dual-continuum particle tracker does not need any additional matrix cells (besides the one matrix cell). The resulting advantages in efficiency are obvious, especially for large-scale transport modeling.
